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New Parrot TDS infections observed

Overview
Over the past week Foregenix has identified a large number of merchants infected with loader scripts linked to the
Parrot TDS malware campaign. Parrot TDS is a malicious Tra�c Direction System (TDS) first identified by Avast
Threat Labs in early 2022 that acts as a Command and Control (C2) platform. This allows the operators of the TDS
to enact various malware campaigns at will on infected sites, from phishing andmalvertising campaigns to using
the sites to distribute malware to unsuspecting visitors.

This loader script calls a C2 domain that was registered on the 31st of July 2023, suggesting that a new wave of
infections are taking place. The majority of the impacted sites identified were runningWordPress, with most of the
sites being up to date on the latest version. (although multiple other platforms were also found to be infected,
WordPress sites are easily the majority).

Analysis
On many of the sites identified, the loader script had been injected into multiple files. On some of the sites the
script was present multiple times within single files. This may be due to an automated process identifying
vulnerable sites and injecting the malware. The code itself is minified and obfuscated.

https://decoded.avast.io/janrubin/parrot-tds-takes-over-web-servers-and-threatens-millions/
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The function x returns an array of encoded variables that are passed into the functions o and K in order to return
the decoded values. This method of obfuscation is similar to that provided by tools such as obfuscator.io and
has become an increasingly popular method of concealing JavaScriptmalware.
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https://obfuscator.io/
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Upon fully removing the obfuscation, the functionality of the loader can be seen more clearly. If
document.referrer is not empty, if it does not contain the host of the infected site and if document.cookie is
empty, the rest of the malware will trigger.

This check would prevent the loader from triggering for visitors that load the site directly or have previously
visited the site, however new visitors that find the site via a search engine would trigger the loader to activate. If
the checks are successful, a GET request is sent to hxxps://storage.webfiledata[.]com/ui_static.js. If the
response contains the string “ndsx”, the second stage of the malware has been retrieved successfully so the
contents of the response is executed with the eval function.
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Under certain circumstances, such as when the malicious URL is visited directly without the appropriate HTTP
headers, it returns a script that simply sets a cookie named __utma with an expiry date of one (1) year from the
current time that the script is run.

However if all the checks are passed, they are instead served a di�erent script similar to the following.
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This code injects a script from the host x64[.]nvize[.]com and redirects the user to a fake Google Chrome update
page. As previously documented by Malwarebytes, these pages are part of a campaign called FakeSG that attempts
to trick the user into downloading a "browser update" that is instead malware used to infect the victim's device.
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https://www.malwarebytes.com/blog/threat-intelligence/2023/07/socgholish-copycat-delivers-netsupport-rat
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Indicators of Compromise

Indicator Relevance

Domain
Name

storage[.]webfiledata[.]com Parrot TDS Command and Control host used to
serve payloads to the loader.

Domain
Name

x64[.]nvize[.]com Domain hosting malicious redirect script served
by the loader.
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